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l. Introduction 
,

Recent development of the density functional
theory has animatęd and brought again into atten-
tion the old chemical idea of electronegativity
[1-3]. Given the electron density function p(r) in
a chemical system (atom, molecuie) and the en-
ergy functional E(p), thę electronegativity of that
system in equilibrium has been identifięd with its
negative chemical potential [1]:

x: -p: -6a(p)76p. (1)

By this general and profound definition the very
chemical problem of electronegativity has been
related to rapidly developing density functional
theory. It has been recently indicated that a coher-
ent binding of this definition to traditional elec-
tronegativity concepts deservęs a detailed and
non-trivial analysis which has not yet been at-
tempted [4].

An experimental measure of " the power of
atom to attract electrons to thęmselvęs" has been
Sęarched for by numerous authors over nearly 60
Years; aIl concepts fall into two categories. Thę
first onę is exemplified by the spirit of the original
Pauiing definition [5]: electronegativity shall be a
number ascribed to- atoms. The most important
Muilikęn definition enabled extension of this con-
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cept to molecules but did not alter its basic foun-
dation. The second approach has been introduced
by Iczkowski and Margrave [6] but was earLier
suggested also by Pritchard and Sumner [7]: elec-
tronegativity has been defined as ą derivative of
some hypothetical energy function E(N). Equiv-
alence of these two definitions wili not be granted,
unless a particular form is admitted for E(i/), as
it was latęr done by Hinze, Jaffć and Whitehead
[9].To stress the philosophical difference, the elec-
tronegativity rndex exemplified by the Mulliken
definition will bę hereaftęr referred to as chemicai
electronegativity (l), in contrast to the differentiai
electronegativity 1 : -dE(N)/dN,

Another chemical index independently associ-
ated'with the density functional theory is hard-
ness. Its novel formulation by Parr and Pęarson
has been a most natural extension of the diffęren-
tial electronegativity [9];

q: !(aŻn7ON') r. (2)

This notion suffers of the same discomfort as
electlonegativity itself; the scale of absolute hard-
ness, }(1 - EA), has been proposed only as an
operational definition which doęs not merge with
4 unless E(N) is a parabole.

It is worthwhile to noticę that the density func-
tional theory, in its branch that touches the elec-
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tronegativity problem, has approached thę field
that for years has been filled up by innumelablę
works of chemists. From abundance of chemical
observations, they have been able to derive ingeni-
ous concepts and scales of electronegativity and
hardness that have proved their usefullness in
predicting and systematizing chemical facts. It can
hardly be expected that any rigorous theory at the
molecular lęvel can soon be brought, without a
loss of purity, to such a state of simplicity that it
could be enjoyed by chemists in their practical
work. Most typically, the theory approaches a
chemical experiment via selective approximations
and simplifications based on the bulk of chemical
knowledge which then serve as bridges between
the rigorous theory and chemical reality. The aim
of this work is to propose such a bridging phe-
nomenological concept concerning electronegativ-
ity and hardness.

2. The chemical approximation

Following the traditional way of chemical
thinking, the atomic enefgy function will be taken
in t}re form E(q) instead of the more general
E(N, Z), where for a given atom 4 : Z - N. Thę
occupation numbęr N: !, dr is implicitly pro-
vided by the density functional theory as shown
by Katriel, Parr and Nyden [10]. Consequently,
thę differential electronegativity of a non-inter-
actin8 atom is

70: dro7dq, (3)

An interacting atom i in a molecular system M
can be attributed the differential ęlectronegativity
Xi,v(8):

Xi,u: dEr/Oq,. (4)

The Sanderson pńnciple proved by Donnelly and
Parr [2,11] requires that electronegativities of in-
teracting atoms be ęqual:

Xt,u:Xz,u: "'--Xi.u: "':Xu- (5)

This, however, is true if, and only if, the molecule
is partitioned into non-interacting fragments [10],
and poses a severę limitation on atomic charges

that may be employed. In fact, nothing but eq. (5)
should bę taken as a basis of the population
analysis; furthęr discussion will be built on tfu5
assumption.

Once the atomic charges qi arę chosen, the
ęnergy of the system, Er, can be arbitrarily de-
composed into contributions from atomic cores,
E!(s), and sorne binding irrteraction er. Then;

xi,lł:y! +\er/aq,. (6)

1! will be heręafter called standard differential
electronegativity,

The original Parr and Pearson definition of
hardnęss will be reformulated to introduce the
effective charge q:

ąo: dxo/dq. (7)

(In fact, this definition corresponds strictly to the
second-order permittivity in lirrear perturbation
theory and tends to replace eq. (2) in currently
published works [12].)

The hardness of an atom in an interacting
system may be expressed by the elements of the

stiffness matrix [13,14] which are now:

ni;:07,/0qi: ą? + \zer/Oq|,
Tii : 07;/0qr: 0. \\_,",-'-.'.'-.'.'-'- (8)

The diagonal parameter 1,, is reminiscent of the

standard differential hardness a!; they become
equal when e,, contains nothing but the pure
electrostatic interactions. Off-diagonal indices 4,;
vanish identically in two cases: (i) in consequence
of the assumed way of partitiorring of tbe system,
ęq. (5) t10]; (ii) if e, contńns nothing but the

coulombic interactions Q iQ;/ ri i.
The energy function for an atom, Eo(q), re-

mains unknown for non-integral fractional charges
q. Hence, any predictions concerning the numen-
cal values for 1(q) and TQ) can hardly be justi-
fied. In particular, the frequently used identifica-
tion x0(4 : 0) : ł(1+ EA) will be avoided: it

results from the assumption that EO(q) is a

parabolic function, which seems to be neither
justified nor necessary, though typically employed
hitherto, ęven in most recent theoretical work [15].
The needed relationship between the differential,
well defined quantity x(4) and the existing scale
of electronegativity can be accomplished in a morc
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(9)

q@)) are volt/electron, readily transferable into
corresponding SI unit - inverse attofarad - 1

Y /e:6.2478 aF-l.
The possibility that E(N) may be a sum of

homogeneous functions has already been noticed
by Parr et al. in their first work on eiectronegativ-
ity [1]; the Thomas-Fermi model has been pointed
out as an example. The requirement of homogene-
ity, less severe than the assumption of parabolic
E'(il employed by Parr and Pearson, is still
sufficient to arrive at the same scale of chemical
hardness; more realistic estimations of atomic
hardness based on eq. (10) are given elsewherę

[16],

3. Electrodynamical analory

A successful application of the formalism

may be given confidence. Since an atom in an
electńc field is polarized as if it were a metrl],ic

5"7

g1erlerń way (cf. ref. [a]). Most naturally, the chem-

ical electronegativity ! of an atom can be consid-

ered an average of the function x(4) over a suita_

ble region of charge: V: UQ))- Taking the aver-

age between (s- e) and (q+ e) for an isolated

"Io* 
o. ion we obtain (e > 0 stands for the ele-

mentary charge):

7: ['*" 7o (il ds/ ['*" O,
Uq_e 'q-e

: [E'(s + e) - Eo (s - e)] 7ze
: (I +EA)/ze (v),

In consequence, volts remain unique units for

" 
chemical electronegativity (SI); ionŁation energy

. (1) and electron affinity (EA) are expressed in
electronvolt. The integration limits in eq. (9) have
been chosen in order to show the equivalence of
this definition to the Mulliken electronegativity
for atom. Howęver. for various oxidation states

bonded atoms (section 6).
' By analogy to eq. (9) the chęrnical hardness can

and various types of reactions of an atom, another derived from the density functional theory at the

choice *"y *i11 be shown to be advantageous in level of the chemical approximation gains much of
describing electronegative character of atom. simPlicitY bY building links to the descriptive ap-

The definition (eq. (9)) has remarkable conse- Paratus already existing in classical elec-
quences: within an interacting systems, the dif- trodynamics, although to apply electrodynamical
ńrential electronegativities oiatoms (x,,r) be- equationstothechemicalpotentiali5 1ęą59ningb}
come equal as required by the Sanderson principle analogY onlY. Atoms and ions, either free Or bound,
(ą. (5)i, but nłher the standard 11|;'nor ine have been known to possess a well defined and
chemical (i,,ń electronegativities must be equal, exPerimentallY accessible electronic polarizabiiity
though bottr'are in some way related to the charge 9/rhe numerical a value for ions is reasonably

4. MÓreover, ą. (9) provides a basis for exteodńg_-/*ell related to the ionic radius, a = 13 15,171,

the definition of the chemical electronegativity to inasmuch as experimenta] values of these radii

also be defined accordingly: Ę : (ł(s)). To dem- sphere of radius r, it seems not unreasonable to
onstrate the equivalence of -ą to the absolute haId- suPPose that also its capacity o : ,neor can be
ness paramęter given by Parr and pearson [9], it is ascribed a physical meaning. Bringing a charge q
sufficient to impose a constraint for .EO(q), by to a neutral atom will change its potential by q/o,
admitting it as a homogeneous function of charge hence:
of the order m.Wehave: q7}(q):mEO(q) ald n/ \
f* s:0 iilr;1"1];, 'i'n., xok):ń@ * r- (11)

- fq+e _ "a+e

'- Jr,_"no(s) ds/ I"_"ds Theconstant c:xo(O) is identically zetoinclassi-
cal electrodynamics. We merely note at this point

-[xo(+")- 7o(_e)]72e that also xÓ(0):0 for the Thomas-Fermi atom,

:m(I_EĄ)/Zeż (Y/e). (10) iilfj,}"_r;;';;":rŁ4,'#.Tii',,',';:ffij:
APPropriate practical units for 7l (as well as for beyond which the density is zero (see ref. [18] for
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n dxo I-4r.ę
gq

discussion of this and reiated models).
Relation (11) is reminiscent of Gordy's defini-

tion of electronegativity [19], recallęd recently by
Pasternak [20] and Politzer et al. [21] with a nota-
ble difference: r is now a charge-dependent radius
derived from polarizability, not just a covalent
radius, and thę differential electronegativity 10(q)
does not necessarily reproduce numbers from any
scale of chemical electronegativity. Under these
circumstances we have:

{q/r) dr/óq
(l2)4reor

For a metal]ic sphere dr/dq: 0 and strictly 40 :
(4.rreor)-1. Atoms may behave similarily: atomic
hardness has been shown to be proportional to the
average of reciprocal atomic radius 4r-lS 7ZZ1.

The most adequate name for o, the analogue of
capacity at atomic level would be "softness" (cf.
ref. [12]), Reiation (12) readily hints to the limita-
tion of phenomenological modelling of an atom as
a conductive sphere, though in many chemical
instances this analogy might show itself instruc-
tive. For a neutral atom (q:0) and for a closed
shell ion where a reasonable guess is dr/dq:0
equivalence between softness and hardness is
granted. Otherwise, softness 6 = r may always be
sought via refraction data; the huge body of ex-
perimental results is an inexhaustible source of
that quantity. Introduction of the softness pafam-
eters and their relation to atomic radii allows
further discussion in terms of classical elec-
trodlmamics. The moiecular model is determined
by the textbook problem of a system of conduc-
tors: charged, weakly interacting conducting
spheres, connected by a wire to have their electro-
static potentiais equal. Such a model may not be
as trivial as it seems to be: it reflects a correct way
of dividing the moleculę into non-interacting frag-
ments as required by the rigorous Sanderson
principle (eq. (5)) t10].

If Q and x are vectors of atomic charges and
electronegativities, respectively, one may write [23]

Q: ox, (13)

where o replaces the matrix of capacitances. The
hardness coefficients arę now straightforwardly

bound to the elements of o (cf. eq. (12)):
_11:o ,,

(14)

Real and diagonal 1 and o matrices will be called
hardness and softness matrices, respectively. Diag-
onal elements r1,, become approximately 4,, =
7/4neor 7f e, is purely electrostatic (ec.(8)).

Differential electronegativities of atoms-in.
molęcules are equal in equilibrium (eq. (5)), thus

X: Xvl. Since softness of a molecule as a whole
can also be defined by eq. (71), Qu: oMxM, a1d
in addition, Qu:L4,, thus we conclude:

M
or:Tr o:Lo,,,

i

or

M
1/no.r:Dq/n,,.

i

(l5)

(16)

The differential softness of a molecule (inverse
hardness) is additively composed of the diagonal
softness parameters of the component atomś. The
relation of this formula to Yang's expression for
the chemical hardness of the molecule |24] wi1l be
ilemonstrated in section 7.

4. The €nergy function

Eq. (12) for the electronegativity of atom has
b.ee9lrłótivated by an electrodynamical viewpoint.
It is interesting to analyze its consequences for the
energy function, even though such function will
not appear explicitly in this present approach.

The definition of chemical electronegativity (i)
and hardness (r), eqs. (9) and (10), has made
these quantities completeiy independent of E(q).
Hence, i and Ę values for atoms do not provide
any test for the energy function. A test can now be

found via eq. (11), which leads to a relation be-

tween atomic and ionic radii (rn, ,*, r) and
atomic energies (1, EA). Such relation may be, at

least in principle, subject to experimentai veńfica-
tion.

The review of the energy functions will be

limited to standard parameterization: E(+1) =/,
E(0) : 0, E(*1) : -EA. Then one should expect
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second and higher ionization energies to be repro-
duced only crudely. Each function is followed by a
specification of its "property" - predicted relation
between radii and energies (for c and r ręfęr to
eq. (1i)).

(a) c * 0, r: constant: E(il : Aqż + Bq.
Property: (4n,eor)-1 :1- EA. The unphysical as_

sumption that the atomic radius does not change
upon ioni7ation leads to the familiar parabolic
enelgy function. The above limitation allows
transformation of eq, (11) into Xo : qT * c. Such
a function has recently been discussed by Mortier
et al. [25] as a first approximation to the x(q)
function.

(b) c + 0, r: (aq + ó)-1: E : Aq3 + Bqz +
Cq. Properties: (4ne oro)-1 : 1 - EA, 1/ro
: !(7/r*+7/r_). The r(q) function is exactly
the average value (r) for the Slater orbital. The
properties remain identical if c: 0.

(c) c + 0, ,: 1(0)eYq. Instead of assuming
some function for r(q) we can start from the 1(q)
proposed by Parr and Bartolotti [26l, recently
discussed by Yang et al. |24l. Combining with eq.
(11) gives:

E_X(0) (eYa_1)_ 1 ! q
y \- (4neo) y r(s)'

Properties: (4rre oro)-1 = 0.90 (/ - EA), l/ro=
a35 (7/r*+7/r_). The .parameter 7 has been
taken as in ref. l24], l = 2(I - E^)/(I + EA) :
1.55 + 0.22.

Although these functions differ significantly in
detaiis, they all iead to a similar and reasonable
conclusion: the atomic radius (ro) is inversely
Proportional to 1- EA and, on the other hand,
r11 is the average of reciprocal anion and cation
radii. Whereas the latter conclusion can merely be
judged as reasonable, the former one finds firm
support in earlier work. Ray, Samuels and Parr
[27] have established a linear relationship for di-
atomic molecules (the factor 4re o has been intro-
duced to remain in the SI unit system):
(4neoR",)-1 :0.895(,r, - EA,). R,, in homo-
nuclear molecules is usually close to the van der
Waals radius of the atom, and this experimental
correlation corroborates the proposed ręlation be-
tWe€D ro and 1- EA.

Another important property ot E(q) is fea-
tured by the case (b). The corresponding energy
functions for c : 0 and c* 0 differ only in 1(0),
this value, however, cannot be verified experimen-
tally. The electrodynamical analogy (c: 0) thus
can be safely accepted at ieast as a reference
model for a discussion of the atoms.

Table 1

Differential hardness parameters for bonded atoms, calcuiated
from atomic refTactions

Atom Molecule u,) Ro b) r c)

(cm' mol-') (nm)

dt
1l i,
(Y /e)

H hydrocarbon
I

- C- hydrocarbon
I

=C< hydrocarbon
{- hydrocarbon
-N< óNRz

óNHR
QNHz
NR.
HNR2
H2NR

>N pyńdin

=N RCN
>o Rro

R(oR)2
:O R2CO

ROco
>S RsH

RrS
0sH
ósR
ózS_P< RrP

FRF
cl RCl
Br RBr
IRI

1.028 ")

2.597

3319 t)

3.579 t)

4.243
3.650
3,744
ż.lM
2.582
ż.3"18

ż.253 h)

1.880 i)

1.764
1.60,7

1.134 j)

1.757
,7.729

8.132
8.54

9.05

9.01

0.81

5.844
8.747

13.954

0,0741 19.4

0.10i 1,4.3

0.110 13.1

0.772 ),2.9
0.119 72.1
0.113 72.7

0.108 ,13.3

0.103 14.0

0.101 14.3

0.0981 74.7
0.0963 15.0
0.0907 15.9
0,0888 76.2
0.0860 16.8

0.a166 18.8
0.0886 16.2
0.145 9.94
0.146 9.8,7

0.148 9.13

0.150 9.60
0.153 9.42
0.i53 9.4ż
0.0318 45.3

0.732 10.9
0.151 9 -54
0.7,77 8.14

') R is alkyi, ą is phenyl.
b) Source: ref. [30] (see references therein for earlier papers of

the seńes).

"J r (nm.1 :0.07347 RU3. :

o) ł,, (F-') :1/c,,:7,/4r<or, lV/e:6.2418x1018 F-1.
") Accepted as a general reference.
D Includes 1/ż ot (:) ilcrement.
d Includes 7/2 of, (=) increment.
n' Ro (N) : RD(Py)- 5/6Ro (benzene).

') Ro(N) : RD(-CN)- Ro({-).j' no(o): RD(-Co)- Ro({-).
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5. Hardness and softness of atom-in-molecule

Ęs. (15) and (16) motivate a search for
numerical indices T,, (o,,) which may possibly
serve ź§ a measure of hardness of atom-in-mole-
cule. The problem reduces to skillful analysis of
radii of bonded atoms. The most natural solution
is to explore the abundant refraction data, which
has been done tentatively in table 1. Thę data in
table 1 disclose all featuręs qualitatively ascribed
to the scale of hardness: (i) the classical sequence
of increasing hardness is propeĄ reproduced, P
= S < N < O; (ii) halogens are ordered in the ęx-
pected §equęnce of increasing softness; (iii) the
phenomenon of symbiosis may be correctly
arcounted for [28,29].

The remarkable advantage of the proposed scale
is, somewhat roughisly, the same property that
was considered a fault of refraction additivity: the
hardness of an atom is substantially modified by
substituents, what is most clearly exemplified by
the nitrogen. Easy acce§s to experimental data of
atomic refraction makęs the proposed scale a con-
venient source of hardness for atom-in-molecule,
for which parr and pearson's absolute hardness
cannot be found. However, the hardnejss parame-
ters in table 1 must not be confused with the scale
given by Parr and Pearson for acids and bases [9].
The latter is equivalent to the chemicąl hardness
for free atoms and ions (cf. eq. (10)), whereas
table 1 contains differential hardnesses for bonded
atoms in an actual chemical environment. A rela-
tion between both scales wiu be discussed
elsewhere [16].

6. Chemical electronegativity of atom-in-molecule

The idea of equalŁation of atomic electronega-
tivities upon formation of the molecule is as old as
the eiectronegativity itself, in fact it has already
served as rationalŁation of the Mulliken formula
[31]. Probably the most widely known and used is
now the Sanderson geometric-mean equation [11],
which is the simplest and not obviously inferior to
others, sometime possessing more justification

127,32]. (Ref. [a] contains discussion of this prob-
lem.) The cornmon feature buiit into ali concepts

of electronegativity equa'liration presented so fą1

is their relation to eństing scales of chemical
electronegativity: I of a molecule has been tenta-
tively reproduced by some arithmetical functions
of chemical electronegativities of atoms, under the
assumption, that they become equal as charge
flows between that atoms. It has been demon.
strated (section 2), t}lrat only differential electro
negativities are subject to equalization, however, 1
values are beyond reach as long as t}re function

'(s) 
is not specified. Acceptance of the definition

of chemical electronegativity x (eq. (9)) resolves
the difficulty but the chemical electronegativity of
the molecule XM will not be, in general, equal to

chemical electronegativities of component atom§,

x,,, I41. Nevertheless, ascribing numeńcal values
to [i,u as well as their relation trr Vł,ł may be of
primary importance for chemical application.

For atom i bonded in molecule M by some
potential V,., we have (eq. (6)):

n -,Xi,u: Xi + Yi.u- (17)

The chemical electronegativity, according to defi.
nition, is:

Xi,u
E!(s,+ e) - E!(q,- e1

( 18)

In a number of molecules chemical intuition
prompts to admitting some integral value of charge

n: q/e for the atom under consideration, i.e. the

bonding of that atom is either covalent (r :0) or

ionic (n + 0). Eq. (18) becomes then:

Xi,u:X,,,ł Lx,,u (19)

where

Li.,,u: Ł [''*"V,,, dq. ' (ro)
Lc !e(n-L)

The chemical electronegativity of a bonded atoń
appears rather realistically as a sum of the chern,

ical electronegativity of a free atom or the respec'
tive ion, i,,,, plus some contribution Al,,, due

to the bonding potential.

2e

1 rq,ł e
+ ," l V,,, dq,

-"'q,-e
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.::,:

6,I. Ionic structures

,:li;

{ Fo, a purely ionic bond, Al,,- is simply the

]'ńd "1."rrostatic 
potential ;

:]łl_Qi
r-roilc-- \

,LXi.V- 4re^L R.,'v l+l lJ

'fos. (19), (20) may be applied strictly to ionic

crystals where the meaning of the coulombic

: ootential is free of simplifications if the Madelung
iatti.. potential is used. Table 2 shows the chem-

iią1 electronegativities rt,,, cŃcu|ated for ions in
li seięction of ionic crystals.
j§: rne index of chemical electronegativity pro-:;: - ._.
Tvides an interesting criterion for the classification
;'óf electropositive and electronegative centers at
.liónic crystals. The cation appeals as a prevailing
.'electronegative site on ńe surface of sodium
.halides, with Na* in corners and edges possessing
l 

""_:._]

]'..- |--Table 
2

maximum electronegativity. On the potassium and
rubidum fluorides, the (100) surface exhibits a
quite uniform electronegativity at cationic and
anionic centers. Most surprisingly, the anion, not
the cation, seems to be the more electronegative
§pot on silver chlońde and bromide; this would
resembie the behaviour of free atoms rather than
ions. The chemical electronegativity 1,,, might
perhaps be employed as a guide in studying prop-
erties of solid surfaces. Adsorption phenomena
and heterogenic catalysis are the primary possible
talgets for such a study.

6.2. Coualent structures

At another extreme, calculation of ńe bonding
potential within a covalent structure requires a
suitable model to mimic bonding interactions. An
elegant method of impressive conceptual simplic-

Chemical electronegativities of ions in crystal lattices of NaCl type. The Madelung cónstant M :l;74'76 (bulk) is reduced by a factor
0.8914 for (r00) wall; 0.8397 for [100] edge; 0.7160 for the corner of a cube closed by (100), (010) and (001) lattice planes. For the
source of the data see ref. [51]

Madelung
energy')
(ev)

Ion Chemical electronegativity xi,w OłSalt

=
l]i

surface edge
(100) t100]

free
ionic
Pair 

b)

f,re
ions

neutral
atoms

uF
a'|,:.

NaF

NaCl

NaBr

AgCl

AgBr

KcN

12.52

10.90

8.95

8.45

,7.79

9,43

8.93

9.09

8.74

7.15

Li+
F-
Na*
F-
Na*
cl-
Na*
Br-
Na+
I-
K*
F-
Rb*
F-
Ag*
cl-
Ag*
Br-
K+
cN-

27.98
1,4.żż

15.30
12.60

77-25
10.76
17.75

10.13

18.41

9.32
8.55

11.13

6.8,7

10.63

5.52
10,89
5.86

l0.42
10.23

9.66

29.34
L2.86
76,48
11.42

18.22
9;79

18.67
9.2I

79.26

8.47
9.58

10.10
7.84
9.66

6.51

9.90
6.81

9.47
11,08

8.81

29.99
12-21
1?.05
10.85

18.68
9.33

19.10
8.78

19.66

8,07

10.06
9,62

8.30
9.20

6,98
9.43
7.26
9.02

71.47
8.Ę

31.54
10.66
18.40
9.50

19.80
8.21

20.15
7.73

20.62

7.11

11.23

8.45

9.46
8.04
8_10

8.31

8.34
7.94

12.43

7.46

33.34

8.86

19.97

7.93

21.08

6.93

27.37
6.51

27.,74

5.99
12.59
7.09

10.ó9
6.81

9.40
7.01

9.60
6.68

13.55

6.34

NaI

KF

RbF

40-5 3.00
1.70 70.4

26.20 2.89
7;70 70.44

26.20 2.89
1.81 8.29

ż6.20 ż.89
1.68 7.60

26.20 2.89
1.53 6.16

17.98 2,47

1.70 l0.Ę
15.8 2.32
1,70 70.44 ;

14.6 ',, 4.45
1.81 8.29

1,4.6 4.45
1.68 7.60

17.98 2.47

1.91 9.01

] y.o
lntenonic distance salne as in crystal lattice.
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ity has been elaborated by Parr et al. [33,34]: the
simple bond charge model (SBC). According to
this model, bonding between two atoms was real-
ized by placing some negative charge - q at tbe
midpoint of two interacting atoms which them-
selvęs węre attributed charges * }q each. The
bond charge |q I was related to the equilibrium
interatomic distance R,, and to the bond force
constant for stretching vibrations, ł,r:

l ł,il : @")'/'(in,ik,i)'/' (C). (21)

The bonding elełtrostatic potential at the site of
the jth atom can be viewed as superposition of
shares from vicinal bonds (-2q,i/R,) and atoms
(ł,;/2R, \. Since V,,r: Oer/\q, for electrostatic
interaction, where e, is Coulomb energy of the
sy§tem, eq. (20) is transformed to:

Lx",?r,:ry (22)

Further analysis is conditional to admitting a rea-
sonable modei for electrostatic interactions in
molecular ions formed by adding (q,- e) or sub-
tracting (q,+ e) an eiectron to the i th atom in the
molecule, To warrant a consonance with the sBc
model it has been assumed: (i) the extra charge
attributed to lth atom (+e) is distributed over all
vicinal bonds, proportionally to their formal bond
orders §,1, (i) within each particular bond, the
extra-charge is added in ąual parts to the atomic
charge and to bond chargeg -4ij, (iii) interac-
tions within bonds vicinal to ith atom are consid-
ered independently. The valency contribution to
the chernical electronegativity of jth atom be-
comęS:

^xi:L:żłD B,,#k
: +r9 L B,,(n,,ł,,1'/' (v) (23)

(R,, in i, kij in N cm-l:mdyne Ą-t;-. u,:
Li*, B,i stands for the formal valency of jth
atom. The factor l/4 in eq. (23) reflects this
particular model of charge distribution and must
be considered arbitrary. Table 3 contains a collec-

tion of relevant results for the carbon atom. Ali€|
show remarkable dependence on hybridizaton fac-
tor, with no need to specify the exact valence state
of atom. the role of vicinal atoms seems to be gJ

marginal importance for carbon.
Chemical electronegativities for bonded carbon

atoms are substantially higher than Mulhken-Jaffć
valence statę electronegativities, X,, also indicated
in table 3. Nevęrtheless, the coincidence of x, and

X,., is quite impressive as for that simplified
approach.

A conceptual relation between electronegativity
and the force constants for bonds adjacent to the

atom has long been known. It was first quantified
by Gordy [36], whose widely used formula was
based on a purely statistical argument. Here, the
valence state contribution to the chemical eleł-,
tronegativity of bonded atoms is conveniently
found from R,, and k,., data for a real molecule,,
what may show itself advantageous even with l

ręspect to calculating x, by means of the quantun
chemical procedure.

Ali'], calculated by eq, (23) for atoms othet
than carbon is significantly affected by sub-
stituents, as illustrated in table 4. Though the

chemical electronegativities l,,o, are in a few cases
considerably higher than the corresponding va.
lence state electronegativities 1, (Si, B), they are

in satisfactory agfeement for most elemęnts showl
in table 4. Moreover, variation of the chemical
electronegativities due to substituents meets quite
precisely the chemical expectations. Bonding to

halogens increases i,,, of an atom in the corrert
order: fluorine gives maximum effect. Bonding to

hydrogen rises the chemical electronegativity of 0
by 5.09 V, N by 4.82V, C by 4.48 V, B by 3.84 V;

such a sequence reflects the expected polarity of

X-H bonds. A similar order is discovered fot

hydrogen bonded to third-row elements, wher€
Ali"j, for S, P and Si in hydrides are: 4.26, 3.8Ą

and 3.70 V, respectively.
The meaning and usefulness of the x'i.u inda

is further demonstrated by the data in tables 5l
and 6 for halogens and hydrogen. The chemical]
electronegativity of bonded atoms shows a Ie':
markable flexibility as compared to the valer'&'
state electronegativity, with values for i,,nn sdll
covering the range close to Xu.
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Table 3

Chemical electronegativity of bonded carbon atom (ąs. (19) and (20))

Molecule
(8tom)

Bond
^xi1,(v)

X,,rO)
(9

Ref. for
Rij, kij

Folcf constant
&u .) 1N cm-l)

Bond length
R,, (nm)

104(łirł,r)1
(N12),

ć trp'l x":7-98Y")
9H,
§H3cH3

c-H
c-H
c-c
c-H
c-c
c-H
c-F
c-cl
C-Br
c-N
c-o
c-C
c-N

c-H
C:C
c-H
C-C
c_H
C--O
c-o
c:o

c-H
Gc
c-C
H
c-H
c-H
eN
cl-c
GN
Br-C
GN
c-c
GN

5.8

5.3

4.6
4.9
5.3
5.4
5.8

3.64
3.13
4.86
5_00

5.3

5-45

6.2
10.9

5.1

7.1
§?

13.0
5.4

11.8

6.3

16.3
5.3

15.9
6.0
6.2

18.8
<,)

76.7
4.2

16.9
5.3

17.5

0.108
0.111
0.154
0.107
o.746
0.11

0.139
0.1,7"I

0.] 91

0.147
0.143
0.149
0.143

0.106
0.134
0.108
0.139
0.109
0.12l
a.142
0.724

0.10ó
0.120
0.14ó
0.121
0.106
0.107
0.115
0.167
0.115
0.1?9
0.117
0.149
0.117

2,50
2.42
ż.66
2.29
2;l5
2.44
2.84
2.54
2.Ą4

2.62
2.67
2.81

2.79

ż.56
3.82
2.35
3.27
ż.38
3.97
2.77
3.82

2.58
4.42
119

4.39
2.5ż
2.58
4.65
2.95

4.38

2.74
4.45

2.81

4.52

4.30

4.55
4.37
4.35
4.41

4.42
4.50
4.48

5.77

5.45

5.68

5.73.

1.09

1.13
,7.02

7.40

7.22

7.20

,1.33

10,,74

10.70

10.56

10.81

i0.63
10.61

10.67

10.68

1,0.76

10.84

I1.9,1

Ll.7l

11.94

11.99

[35]

[35]

[35]

[35]

[3o1 
al

[36] 
d)

[36] 
d)

[36] 
d)

[36] 
d)

[36] 
d)

eH]ccH

9HlF

eH3cl
§H3Br
9H3NH2
§HloH

"9H3cN
qH3Nc

C (sp')

,eH2cH2

QHu

H2co

HcooH

C (sp)

HecH

cH3cCH

cH3cCH

, "Q*
cl§N

BrCN

cH3eN

x,:8.79 v o

[35]

[35]

t35]

[36] 
o)

x, :10.39 V ")

13.3,|

13.39

13.28

13.6ó

13.48

13,46

13.59

t35]

[35]

[35]

[35]

t36]

[36]

[36]

') 1 N cm-l:l mdYne A1 ;' L..-: xŻig:Ż,s+ Axr",'v;i,dn,; for carbon atom i,,o : (.I + EA) /że:6.26 Y
"} Mulliken_Jaffć ualenc" state electronegativity [28].d) For the C-H bond the standard values were assumed: k,, : 5-3, Rr, :1.1, (Rijki)L/2 = 2.47.

6.3. Non-ionic crystals

A practical equation for the chemical elec-
tronegativity of bonded atom, eqs. (20), (23), hints
to the new possibility of calcuhling the chemical
electronegativity of an atom within a cryste'lline

;

lattice other than ionic. The force constant kij 1Il
eq. (23) may be replaced by the Debye frequency
zo (cm-1) : (i:a7 /żr)(k,i/ tĄr/' [39]. Intioduc_
ing the Debye temperatule @o: hvp/kB we ob-
tain kl|' : 3.342 x 70-3G)Dp1/2. Finally, the
lattice contribution to the chemical electronegativ-
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Table 4
Chemical electronegativity of bonded atoms: X,,M - ii.o * 

^xi!u. 
R,ł and k,, from ref. [36] except where indicated

Molecule Bond
(atom)

Force con§tant
/c,, QrT cm-l)

Bond length
R,; (nm)

DXi.u
(\D

*.i.u
(v)

Xu ^)

(\)
N
NHl
NFr
N(cH3)3
P
!H:
!Fl
Pcl,
!Brr
!(CHr)l
As
AsH,
AsF,

4§Cl,
As(CHr),
si
SHo
siF4
sicl4
SiBro
si(cH3)4
B
!rHu
BFl
lCl:
3Brr
o
HrO
s
Hr§

*-"
N-F
N-c

P-H
P-F
P-cl
P-Br
P-c

As-H
As-F
As-Cl
As-C

si-H
Si_F
si-cl
Si-Br
si-c

B-H
B-F
B-ci
B-Br

o-H

i-"

i,r o
6.3 ")
3.97

0.102 ")
0.137 ")
a_1,47

0,145
0.152
0.272
0.223
0.187

0_156

0.772

0.216

0.198

0.145

0.154
0.202
0.219
0.193

0.118
0_129 d)

0.174.t)
0.187 d)

0.096 ,)

o.rra

0
4.82
5.ż6
4.33
0
3.94
4.73
3.69

3.42

3.58

0
3.75

4.65

3.75

3.94

0
3;70

5.95

4.93
4.53

4.53

0
3.84
ó.05
5.08
4,69
0
5.09

0
4-26

'7.ż3 b,

12.05

12.49
11.56

5.61 b)

9.55

10.34
9.30

9.02
9,19
5.29 b)

9.o4
9.94

9.04

9.23

4J1 b\

8.48

70.72

9;10

9.30

9.30

4,29 b)

8.13

10.34
9.38
8.98
r <; b)

72.64
6,21b')

70.4,1

11.54 (sp3)

8.90 (§p3)
3.33

4.59

2.0o

1.ó3

2.74

2.81

3.92

2.03

2.Ą4

ż.95

7.|6
3.75
,o,
3.31

3.9

8.83 d)

4.63 d>

3.66 d)

8.4,)

i.r,

8.30 (sp3)

7.30 (sp3)

6.33 (sp2)

15.25 (sp3)

10.73 (sp3)

") Mulliken-Jaffć valence state electronegativity [28].
o) i,,o: Q +E1+)/2e. .) Ref. [35]. d) Ref. 13z1.

ity, l,.., of an atom in a solid, for a cubic lattice
of an element is:

AX:3",: 1.339 x 10-2@D(R M)'/' (V), (24)

where R (nm) is the nearest-neighbour interatomic
distance and M the atomic weight. The chemical
electronegativity for a numbeI of metals has been
pręsęnted in table 7.

Eq, (2a) is readily extended to anisotropic
lattices by appropriately averaging the product
@D(RM)1/2, as shown for carbon in table 7. The
lattice contńbution Ax;.?"' can also be calculated
for the surface states of an atom. since an atom at
thę surfacę uses only a fraction of its formal

coordination number, AX:3" wi1l be reduced
according to the ratlo Bij/ui in eq. (23). Hence,

-,b.,

'iŚ: 
i,,o * Aii3"',

'i'ś* 
: ź,,o + łAxi3"', etc.

It is ciear, that the whole spectrum of cbemica]
electronegativity between i,,o md Xi.. may be

ascribed to atoms at various surface locations,
Additions of the Aii?'t contribution shifts thc

chemical electronegativity index of an atom t0

remalkably high values, table 7, comparable t0

electronegativities of ions in ionic crystals- It is
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_ Molecu]ar contribution to chemical electronegativity of atoms

: ex,$ i" diatomicmolecules. Ru and k,, from ref. [42] except

|,",ylrere 
indicated

_fio-olecule Folce constants Bond length AxLl"
:: k, (N cm-') (nm) CĘ

,,..') Ref, [ą3j.

:ł;::.:,

.łl.i.
interesting to note that the chemical electronega-
tivity of a metal is increased by interaction with

- ńe lattice whereas in ionic lattices the electro-
negativity of a cation is Iowered by the lattice
potential. The physical meaning of thę electro-

. Degativity index for solids will be examined in
,'section 

8.

Table 6
Cbemical electronegativity of atoms in diatomic molecules,
calculated using data from table 5. *.i,l,ł = i,,o + AiI,l.,
Parher Chemical eiectronegativity 7,., (Y

7. Chemical electronegativiĘ of a molecule

Preliminary analysis of this problem is possible
in the framework of the chemical approximation,
It will be shown that even a zeroeth-order ap-
proximation within this approach leads to physi-
cally correct conclusions.

The chemical electronegativity of a molecule
can be found directly from the definition, eq. (9):

iu: (Eu"- rr-)7że. (zs)

Subscripts "*" and "-" refer to molecular ions
M beańng the charge *e and -e, respectively.
The total enelgy E, may now be decomposed
into atomic cores .E| and binding interaction e,
(cf. ef. (6)):

ar: |E! + er. (ż6)

In a crude approximatiofl, eM could be repre-
sented as a sum of coulombic terms !Dq,V, and a
remainder - thę covalęnt energy. Then.we further
assume, rathęr arbitrarily, that the covalent contri-
bution does not alter significantly upon ionżation.
Hence:

]'Hu
,',.Fz

.Qz
Brz

,l2
*I{F
:',-Hcl

;- HS,
frn
irFjJo
ĘIBr
i BrF
,f rrcl
.: clF
j:-

5.,7 ")

3.60 4
3.2ż5
2.475
L,12o
9.6 u)

5.1ó1
4.714
3.138

3.600

z.386
2.0,17

4.089
2.80
4.484

0.0,742 3.68
4.0,|

4.54
4.26
3.84
5.32
4.60
4.32
4.0ż
4.69
4.22
4.06
4.80
4.38

4.84

0.1435 ")

0.19881
0.33809
0,2666
0.0917 u)

0.12,756

0.14145
0.1ó090
0.1908
a.T209
0.2485
0.7756
0.2138
0.1628

x,: *D(gŁ-EŁ)
* *r(q,*v,*- Q,-v,_). (21)

;t.
Two extreme situations will be distinguished in
order to transform this equation into useful ex-
pressions:

(i) The molęcule po§sess donor and acceptor
centers, atom D and A, respectively, which en-
tirely contribute to ionżation of the molecule,
leaving other atoms unaffected. If atomic charges
on atoms other than D and A are negligible, the
interaction term in eq. (ż7) would vanish and a
familiar equation is obtained: 

J

ir: Qr+EA^)/ze. (28)

Eq. (28) can be rather safely applied to diatomic,
ionic molecules.

(ii) When no donor and/or acceptor center can
be pointed out in a polyatomic molecule .$/e as-

Brcl
H
F:cl
Br
l

10.85 15.76
12.49 14.51
1I.7,1 15.28
11,49 L5.24
10.78 15.13

7.7,1 1o.Ą4

7 .77 12.18

12.89 11.92

13.13 12.40

12.83 11_98

7ż.6,| 11.8ó

7ż.51, 11.6ó

8.29 ,].60

9.38 8.40

r0.78
l1.45
10.98

10.82
10.60

6.16
8.10

t,o')
vb)

; nn,.l.:*y",;". 
",
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Table 7
Solid state chemical electronegativities of metals (eq. (2a)). Closest packirrg lattices A1, A2, A,3 have been selected

Debye temperature
6D') (K)

Interatomic distance
R b) (nm)

AiP"'")
CV)

Xi."
(\)

Xi,o
(\)

Li
Na
K
Rb
Cs
Cu
Ag
Au
Be
Mg
Ca
Sr
Za
cd
A1
Pb
Ta
Nb
Cr
Mo
w
Fe
Co
Ni
Ir
Pd
Pt

non-metal
Cc)
cf)
c8)

335 d)

156 d)

91.1 d)

55.5 d)

39.5 d)

343 d,)

226,2ó)
762.4 d)

1000
290
230
770
250
77ż
390

88

245
dl

275
485
380
310
42a
385

375
285
275
225

1800
950

2100

0.3039
0.3,11,6

0.45u
0.495
a.5324
0.2556
0.2889
0.2884
0.2226
0.3197
0-394,1

0.4303
o.ż665
0.2979
0.2864
0.3500
0.2860
0,2858
0.ż498
0.2725
o,2141
0.2482
0.2506
0.2492
0.2,I74
0.2751,

a.27^75

0.154
0.336 ]

0.742 l

6.51

6.10
5.14
4.83
4.45

18.51

16.91

16.39
18.96

i0.82
1a 1<

13.98

1,3.97

13.33

74.52
10.03

23.60
18.97

23.40
26.01,

29.47
20.94
19.81

79.2|
27.56

19.92
ż2.I,7

32.76

33.91

9.51

8.95

1.55

7.77
6,63

,, oo

21.35
2ż.76
23.62
74.64
15.31

16.83
18.67
17,83
1,7.73

14,37

2,I-85

22.85
27.16
29.93
33.71
24.97
24.07
23.65

32.95

24.40
ż,1.74

39.a2

40.17

3.00
2.85

2_47

2,34
2.18

4.48

4.44
5.7,|

4.66
3.82

3.06

2.85

4.,l0
4.50
3.27
4.28
4.25

3.88

3.76

3.9ż
4.30
4.03

4.26
4.u
5.39

4.48

5.57

6.26

6.26

") Ref. 1381 except where bdicated. bl xer. 1s, p. łr01. ") i,,o: Q +EA)/\e. d) Ref. [40].
") Diamond, ref. [52]. D Graphite (.l_ ), ref. [52]. c) Graphite (||), ref. [52].

sumę that each atom takes part in the ionization
by q,* and and g,_. This may be true in aromatic
or other conjugated systems where also the atomic
charges of individual atoms are sman, qi.M = 0.
The electrodynamical analogy suggests a guide
relation for that situation:

Lq,: blr/ą,,)LQr. (29)

Hence: Qi+: eyu,/Ąi, ed Q,_: e\u/ttii.
Under these circumstances we also have LV,*:

-LV,_ and the second term in eq. (ż7) becomes

simply

L(ąr/ą,,)V,.
i

The first term in eq. (27) can also be transformed
using the traditional relation E!* - E9_ =

X,,,(LQ,*- Lq,_) which will be strictly valid onl}
for Lq,/e:1. Eq. (27) becomes now:

', 
: 

Ę 
(ą r/n,,)(x,,o ł V,,r)

: Lhr/rl,,)X,,r,
i

(30)
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j-wh.r. V,., is effective electrostatic potęntial at the
'iń atom due to the atomic charges on other atoms
(cf. section 6.1). Summation needs not go over all

atoms, but only sufficiently soft atoms must be
'considered, If the atomic charges q,,, are small

eoough, V,.u= 0 and eq, (30) reduces to:

ment, that molecular softness should be expressed
by the average of softness of component atoms, or

The form and meaning of this latter equation will
;i*aty be recognized when it is applied to the

;, diatomic molecule AB. Eqs. (31) and (16) yield:
,]n::

'.i;: (xa,ołn + Xn,orl)/(łA + łB)

i'bł equivalently, the softness parameters

,'introduced:

] ies: (ie,ooo + Xy,o)/(oo ł o").
i""jl.

(32)

may be

(33)

fag and in,o ffie chemical electronegativities of
free atoms.

"., Both equations derived for fa' have already
been proposed in the past. Eq. (28) has been
recently discussed by Perdew et aL. |3ż] and by
Nalewajski [44], who also arrived at eq. (32) in the
quantum-chemical tręatmęnt of thę problem, Eqs.
(32) and (33) find some earlier precursors, too.
Ray, Samuels and Parr |27| have derived two
equations similar to eq. (33); one stemmed from

, the SBC model, another was based on the simple
charge transfer model for electronegativity equali-
zation using the parabolic E(N) function. Instead
of the softness parameters, these authors have
introduced the covalent radius, and, alternatively,
Lhe 2/Q -EA) value for an atom. The equiv-
alence of these quantities to atomic softness (in-
vęrse hardness) has now becomę evident. The
authors also derived appropriate formulae (ana-
logues of eq. (33)) for the ABC- and AB--type
molecules; they all find unification in the general
equation (31).

Yang et al. |24] have recently derived an equa-
tion identical in form to eq. (31), but without
making distinction between the chemical and dif-
ferendal electronegativity and hardness. These
authors have argued, basing on empirical argu-

,r_ EA
(34)

The present discussion based on the elec-
trodynamical model readily explains the source of
apparent contradiction of this equation with eq.
(16). Analysis of the energy function (section 4)
has demonstrated that T0(0) : (4rre ro)-1 = I - EA
for reasonable energy functions. Hence, Yang's
result should be writtęn as

(35)

where a!10; are hardness of free, isolated atoms,
whereas eq. (16) contains differential hardness of
bonded atoms, ą,,. Since ł9(0) + r1,, for real mole-
cules (section 2), eqs, (16) and (34) express differ-
ent propertięs, both being rather crude approń-
mations. Eq. (16) is advantageous in approaching
the physics of interatomic interactiorrs. eq. (34) is
a rulę of thumb for a rough estimation of 1- EA
for a molęcule.

The derivation of eqs. (28) and (31) enables a
critical view on their possible applications. Eq.
(28) might dęscribe rather accurately the chemical
electronegativity of a purely ionic molecule. Eq.
(31) obviously overestimates thę covalent char-
acter of a molecule. It may well be expected that
eqs. (28) and (31) trace rational limits for the

Table 8

Chemical electronegativities of diatomic molecules (in volt)

Molecule Xo" ') (Io+EA)/2e o) (7o.o7r.)'/'

1{ 1--\- M 1 Ii-EAi

i.u: L(nu/'1,,)X,s,
i

(31)

I ly 1\-
4u U i ni@)'

HF
Hcl
HBr
HI
IF
Ic1
IBr
BrF
BrCl
ctF

8.15

7.89

1.46

ó.88

7.32

7.4I
,7.15

8.09

7-92
8.71

8.49

8.60

8.47

8.32

6.92
7.04

6.90
,1.62

7;73

8.20

8.79

1.73
,7.38

6.96
8.58
,] 

-53

7.18
9.00
7.95

9.36

ą ą. (32) for i,.o see table 6; 1,, from table 1.
b) 1 and EA fiom ref. [28].
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chemical electronegativity of a molecule. Results
for a few diatomic molecules are shown in table 8.

The difference betwęen i, @q. (31)) and (.Io +
EA^)/2e decreasęs whęn the A-B bond becomes
more covalent; it vanishes for a homonuclear
molecule. Comparison with a commonly used
landmark, (ft.o,oxr,ł'/2, indicates that despite all
results being rather close (cf. ref. [4]), it must not
be expected t}rat any simplified, phenomenological
approach can ever reproduce a real (l +EA)/Ze
value for a molecule.

8. Chemical electronegativity and Fermi energ;r

The formal colTespondence between the Mul-
liken definition of electronegativity and the Fermi
energy for an intrinsic semiconductor has stimu-
lated a number of comparative studies [45-49].
The famfiar energy diagram, fig. 1, provides a
direct motivation toward such identification.
Indeed:

Er: ź(Ecs- Eu")
: ł[(r" - E 

") 
- (E.," - ro)]

: }(EA" + /") : eX.. (36)

Subscript "s" refer to the solid state data. Experi-
mental verification of eq. (36) can be obtained by
means of simple relationships: Er: iI - lE, for
a semiconductor and Er: @ for a metal. Corre-
sponding correlations have been reported in the
literature.

Gordy and Orville-Thomas [45] were the first
to note a linear relationship between the work-

Eo*0

Evs

function @ and the Pauling electronegativity for
metals. Nethercot [46] has also explored Pauling
electronegativities as well as Sanderson geometric.
mean formula, and was able to reproduce accu-
rately the workfunction for a number of binary
DA systems (I-VII, il-VI, III-9. Poole et al.

[47] have applied Nethercot's method to DA,
systems using the Sanderson scale of electronega-
tivity. Chen et aj. [48] obtained a reasonable linear
correlation between O - iEe arld (MrMo)l/2,
whęre M are Mullikęn electronegativities that also
included promotion energies. Alonso and Girifalco
[49] have found that correlation of ó with pure
Mulliken electronegativity for metals is less satis-
factory than with electronegativities from the
Pauling scale. Though undoubtly impressive, the
above results seem somewhat fortuitous; they ex_

hibit a cofilmon lack of conceptual purity in corre-
lating @ and l. First, the fundamental question
has been escaped; why should the solid state
workfunction be reproduced by the electronegativ-
ity of a free atom (or molecule)? Secondly, the
authors seem to have taken too much'liberty in
choosing the electronegativity scale, It is weIl
known that the Pauiing scale of electronegativity
is only formally related to measured physical ob-
servables (dissociation energies). Actual numbers
on thę scale are a result of extensive polishing,
according to chemical expectations. Eq. (36) re-
quires that only pure Mulliken ł(I + EA) values
be used in correlations. Also, the Sanderson geo-
metric-mean formula, though widely accepted, has
not yet found (rather surpńsingly) a firm theoreti-
cal foundation [26]. This present chemical ap-
proximation neatly removes the above disad-
vantage§.

The chemical electronegativity of bulk solid,
Xsl lllay be found from eq. (30), which should be
valid since q,: 0 for atoms or molecules in a

crystal. Since electronegativities (l,,o) and effec-
tive potentials (Ę.") of all individual atoms (mole-
cules) in crystal are identical, we have: ; .

x,: (X,,o + V,,")ą"|I/T,,. (37)

This expression can be much simplified for atomjc
and moiecular lattices where Ę* = 0 and eq. (16)

ELF

l

l
,L

l

7Es

Fig. 1. Energy diagram for an iatrinsic semiconductor.
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strictly holds:

1/l1,:D7/n,,.
.l, 

i

,,Hence,

ir: Xr,o
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(38)

the experimental value ó",o. Satisfactory linear
correlation around the linę of unit slope indicates
that a = 1, thus eq. (38) is corroborated.

9. Summary

In principle, pure chemicai knowledge and ex-
perience allows a reasonable estimation of the
electronegative character of atoms, yet translation
of that knowledge into somę numerical indexing
has been a target of inrrumerable works. It is
rather astonishing to see that development of
quantum-chęmical methods and thęir widespread
use by chemists has not appeased a desire of somę
more simple and still meaningful description of
chemical properties of bonded atoms. An intęrest-
ing feature of the present chemical approximation
is the remarkable capacity to unify the existing
concępts of electronegativity and hardness.

The voiuminous meaning of the word electro-
negativity may lead to ambigurties: what kind of
action of a bonded atom is being compared when
its electronegative character is considered? "A
powel to attlact electrons to itsęlf' can be dęmon-
stlated in several ways, very clearly seen in the
exampie of a DÓ+AÓ- molecule. Which one of two
bonded atoms is said to be more electronegative?

(i) A, since it has attracted electrons from its
part'ner and bears more negative charge.

(ii) D, since it would accumulate more elec-
trons when extra charge q < 0 is addęd to the
molecule.

(iii) Electronegativities of DÓ+ and ,Ą6- are
equal.

Probably none of these answers wouid be unan-
onimously accepted by chemists. This present work
has built in a fourth answer to this question, by
defining the chemical electronegativity in the same
way for fręe and bonded atoms. Lęt a bonded
atom get in contact with a source of electrons
external to the molecule: more electronegative
atom will altlact morę electrons without changing
either the bonding state of its partner or its charge.

Both partners in the DÓ*AÓ- pair have been
attributed different indices of chemical electro-
negativity which reflect an otherwise obvious fact
that atoms retąin their chemical identity despite

(39)

which is just a relation missing so far: chemical
electronegativity of bulk solid is proved to be

ąual to the chemical electronegativity of a non_

interacting individual atom. Since summation in

'ą. (38) goes in fact to infinity, an additional
-''conclusion is born: differential hardness of a bulk
ll so[d, T§, must be zero for atomic and molecular

lattices. This resuit obtained on the ground of the
:'electrodynamical analogy finds support in earlier
'work by Parr and Pearson who proposed a:0 for
: the chemical hardness of metals [9]. Application of
ą. (37) to a set of binary crystals of semiconduc-

__ tors provides an interesting veńfication of the
electrodynamical equation (38). Since V,."+ 0 for
ionic lattices, eq. (37) can be written as 1": a7,
* ó, wherę 1. is given by eq. (28). Fig. 2 repre-
sents a plot of the idealized calculated photoelec-
tric threshold @""l": ł(1o + EAA) + +Eg versus

Fi8. 2, Caiculated and experimental work functions for binary
semiconductors DA. Ą^p and .E" are the same as in refs.
l46,48].

o
3

€.

Ó.,p IeV]

nf,lt' ,/:_1:y
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being bonded. The index l,,- for bonded atoms
extends smoothly the meaning of chemical electro-
negativity for a freę atom. It shows an interesting
advantage over the valence state eiectronegativity
of a free atom. The latter is calculated for a
hypothetical valence state of a free atom, whereas
-X,,, is easily found for an atom in a given chem-
ical environment.

The chemical electronegativity of the molecule
as a whole sęems to have less meaning than it
might have been expected, observing the efforts
toward finding a unified formula fot -ar. Its use
(as a measure of a power to attract electrons)
seems to be limited to .rr interactions betwęen
molecules, and to formation of CT complexes,
Though the field is of primary importance from
the physicochemical point of view, it has rarely
been discussed in terms of electronegativity. Since
reproducing the molecular energies, ionization en-
ergy and electron affinity, remains beyond the
reach of electronegativity-based speculation, l-
is to be considered merely as a guide index, with
rather feeble relation to any real properties of the
mplecule. This also concerns the famous Sander-
son geometric-rnean formula which has never been
proved to reproduce real ł(l+EA) values for
molecules (neither was it ever claimed to do so).
sanderson's formula seems to owe its fame and
frequent u§e to its usefulness in calculating the
atomic charges via the electronegativity equalŁa-
tion procedure. The present approach has entirely
circumvented the problem of atomic charges, thus
also the need for the geometńc-mean formula has
not appeared.

Another common use of l- has been ńe
e§timation of the group electronegativities for sub-
stituents or ligands [50]. Introduction of the chem-
ical electronegativity index -7,,, for bonded atoms
has offered another solution. Instead of using
rather unreliable formulae f.or -7, one can char-
acteńze the group by the l,,, index for the central
atom.

The chemical approximation has enabled calcu-
lation of electronegativity indices for atoms in
crystals, which may be of primary importance, as

l,,. contains readily available a priori information
on atoms in solid. Its usefulness in studying ad-
sorption phenomena is to be examined.
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